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General 
The brassard is worn on the right sleeve over the sweater or shirt. The epaulette of the sweater or shirt is passed 
through the small loop on the brassard to hold it in place. It is to be creased from the centre of the small loop to a 
central point at the bottom edge. 

 
 
Cadet Unit Title. A badge showing the squadron number and name is worn centrally with the top of the badge 
coincident with the top of the brassard; 
 
Basic I Badge. The four-pointed star is worn centrally with one point uppermost. The bottom of the badge is 65mm 
from the bottom of the brassard; To qualify for the Basic One Badge, all cadets must: 
1. Attend one Squadron Camp or Tramp. 
2. Pass the Basic One exam with a minimum of 75%. 
3. Pass a drill TOET. 
 
Basic II Badge. The Basic II badge comprises of two Basic I Badges. One badge is worn 5mm to the rear of the 
brassard centre-line with one point uppermost and the other badge is worn 5mm to the front of the brassard centre-
line with one point uppermost. The bottom of both badges is 65mm from the bottom of the brassard. To qualify for 
the Basic Two Badge, all cadets must: 
1. Obtain the Basic One badge. 
2. Pass the Weapon Training TOET and participate in a full shoot. 
3. Pass the Basic Two exam with a minimum of 75%. 
4. Attend a second Squadron Camp. * 
5. Attend special parades (Anzac/BoB Day). * 
7. Contribute to fundraising events. * 
 
 
 
 
 
 
*Those personnel who do not qualify for their respective badge can continue to gain these qualifications the 
following year. For example, if a cadet passes a proficiency level qualification, it will count towards a Basic level 
qualification as well. 
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Proficiency Badge. The four bladed propeller is worn centrally with one blade uppermost and 65mm from the 
bottom of the brassard. The Basic I and II badges are to be removed. To qualify for the Proficiency Badge, all cadets 
must: 
1. Obtain the Basic Two badge. 
2. Attend at least two Squadron camps. 
3. Pass the Proficiency Exam with a minimum of 75%. 
4. Pass a drill TOET.  
5. Attend special parades (Anzac/BoB Day). * 
6. Contribute to fundraising events. * 
7. Give a 10-minute presentation. * 
8. Apply for a JNCO Course. * 
 
Advanced Badge. The four bladed propeller, superimposed with a four pointed star, is worn centrally with one blade 
of the propeller uppermost. The bottom of the badge is 65mm from the bottom of the brassard. The proficiency 
badge is to be removed. To qualify for the Advanced Badge, all cadets must: 
1. Obtain the Proficiency badge. 
2. Attend at least two Squadron camps.  
3. Pass the Advanced exam with a minimum of 75%. 
4. Pass a drill TOET. 
5. Attend special parades (Anzac/BoB Day). * 
6. Contribute to fundraising events. * 
7. Apply for a JNCO Course. * 
 
Shooting Badge - Rifle Competency. It is worn centrally, with the bottom of the badge 5mm above and parallel with 
the bottom of the brassard. Awarded upon scoring at least 60 in a Wallingford Style Shoot. At all times the highest 
achieved shooting badge should be worn; 
 
Shooting Badge - First Class Shot. It is worn centrally, with the bottom of the badge 5mm above and parallel with 
the bottom of the brassard. Awarded upon scoring at least 70 in a Wallingford Style Shoot. At all times the highest 
achieved shooting badge should be worn; 
 
Shooting Badge - Marksman. It is worn centrally, with the bottom of the badge 5mm above and parallel with the 
bottom of the brassard. Awarded upon scoring at least 80 in the Wallingford Shooting Competition. At all times the 
highest achieved shooting badge should be worn; 
 
Duke of Edinburgh Award. The bottom of the badge is worn 20mm above the bottom of the brassard. The left-hand 
edge of the badge is 60 to the left of the brassard crease.  This badge is now a pin and is awarded upon successfully 
completing the Duke of Edinburgh programme; 
 
Navigation Badge. The bottom of the badge is worn 20mm above and parallel with, the bottom of the brassard. The 
left-hand edge of the badge is 60mm to the right of the brassard crease. This badge is obtained by passing the 
Navigation phase of the Aviation course;  
 
Flying Badge (RNZAF Scholarship or Power Flying). Is worn centrally with the bottom of the badge 140mm from the 
bottom of the brassard. Awarded for solo flight in glider or powered aircraft – National courses (Gliding or Power 
Flying). 
 
 
*Those personnel who do not qualify for their respective badge can continue to gain these qualifications the 

following year. For example, if a cadet passes a proficiency level qualification, it will count towards a Basic level 

qualification as well. 


